
inutes – Aylesbury AHF 2nd April 2019  

 
 
Jean Bartlett (Chair) (JB) Aylesbury TRA 
Harry Matthews (HM)  Thurlow Lodge TRA 
Carol Vincent (CV)                 Thurlow Lodge TRA 
Donna Grant (DG)  Aylesbury TRA 
Pat Davies (PD)  Aylesbury TRA 
Neil Kirby (NK)  Head of Regeneration (South) 
Cllr Paul Fleming (PF) Faraday Ward 
Abi Oguntokun (AO)  Area Manager 
Anna Singleton (AS)  Resident Services Manager 
 
 
Carla Bates (CB)  Minute Taker 
 
Apologies:  
 

Cllr Lorraine Lauder Faraday Ward 
Cllr Jack Buck  Faraday Ward 
 
 
Observer 

None 
 
1. Introductions and Apologies 
 
2. Regeneration 

 
2.1 Neil Kirby gave an update on the regeneration and the cabinet report regarding the 
phasing of phase 4. Letters will go out next week re pre-nominations to the First 
Development Site and the over 55’s scheme on plot 18. Delegates were happy with the good 
news. 
 
3. Code of conduct 

 
3.1 JB reminded forum about adhering to the code of conduct. 
 
4. Previous minutes and matters arising  

4.1 It was mentioned that paper copies of the agenda were not received by delegates CB 

apologised and would feed this back. 

4.2 Adjustments to be noted from the  previous minutes under Garages; it was Gayhurst 

carpark with some cars were being ticketed and Hopwood road where the pollution from the 

school run has been affected. 

4.3 JB pointed out that residents were unaware of the no parking in front of garages because 

it has not been properly enforced for many years. JB suggested new  notices  need to be put 

up so residents know that they will receive a penalty if they park in front of these garages. 

Action: invite Clarence Parks to next meeting.  AO  will ask for notices to be put up and   

invite a representative from the Garage team to attend.  



 

4.4 DG commented that she has used an alternative phone number to contact the call centre 

and she was very impressed, especially with an officer called Horrick who was amazing and 

DG wanted this to be fed back to the call centre manager. 

Action: AO to feedback to his manager. AO will also obtain and circulate this alternative 

number, which is for T&RA representatives only. 

4.6 There needs to be a discussion on the heating in new block which needs to be had 

before the two years so the area housing forum delegates can feedback to their respective 

TRA’s. 

5.TRSIG 

CB highlighted the need for volunteers for the panel TRSIG following the circulation of the 

email. Delegates asked for more details to be circulated. 

6. TFMC  

6.1.AO gave the update, noted by forum . 

7. Review of heating and hot water 

7.1 AO went through the report and advised district heating investment in Aylesbury was not 

on the list because it is a special case. PD water still has not been sorted out they have 

cancelled on a number of occasions dues to incorrect equipment  

Action: AO will escalate as it has been going on for a long while now.  

8. Resident involvement consultation  

8.1 AO gave the update, noted by forum. 

9. Managers Performance Report 

9.1 AS went through her report; vacant possession at Chilton has now been obtained and 

security is staying on site till the 15th of April. There are still issues with squatters on the 

estate but the wardens are assisting greatly with moving them on. A newsletter with updates 

will hopefully be going out before the summer. 

9.2 Drug dealing on Taplow - the police were involved and the offender has now been bailed 

to a different address.  We will continue to keep an eye on this as the numbers are heading 

in the right direction. 

9.3 Team performance this year has ended very well. 

9.4  AO has asked delegates to think of what their priority repairs are and feedback to her as 

some funding is available. The suggestion was made to look at re-painting garages and 

cleaning bedroom windows above the garages 

10. Report back  

Tenant Council 



10.1 CV said that Cllr Cryan attended they discussed the compensation for the outages, an 

amount of £15 - £50 per household (depending on which block they live in) would be 

credited for the major outage in February. Residents should check their rent statements to 

check to see if these payments have been credited. DG asked for statements to be sent to 

residents and that the payment should be worded heating payment so it could be easily 

identified. 

10.2 Councillor Fleming attended the internal consultation that is being undertaken to review 

the housing allocation scheme. 

11. AOB 

11.1 AO will send out details of the compensation. 

11.2  DG Motorbikes on the walkway are still parked their despite letters saying they will be 

towed away, this is yet to be enforced.  

11.2 DG Lights reported since last year have still not been replaced despite having job 

numbers. 

12. Date of next meeting – 14th May 2019 

12.1 Dates of meetings noted by forum. 

 


